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Abstract
We studied the changes and invariances of foveal motion detection upon dark adaptation. It is well-documented that dark
adaptation affects both spatial and temporal aspects of visual processing. The question we were interested in is how this alters
motion coherence detection for moving random texture. To compare motion sensitivity at different adaptation levels, we adjusted
the viewing distance for equal detectability of a stationary pattern. At these viewing distances we then measured velocity tuning
curves for moving random pixel arrays (RPAs). Mean luminance levels ranged from 50 down to 0.005 cd m2. Our main
conclusion is that foveal velocity tuning is amazingly close to luminance-invariant, down to a level of 0.05 cd m2. Because
different viewing distances, and hence, retinal image sizes were used, we performed two control experiments to assess variations
of these two parameters separately. We examined the effects of retinal inhomogeneities using discs of different size and annuli
filled with RPAs. Our conclusion is that the central visual field, including the near periphery is still rather homogeneous for
motion detection at 0.05 cd m2, but the fovea becomes unresponsive at the lowest luminance level. Variations in viewing distance
had marked effects on velocity tuning, both at the light adapted level and the 0.05 cd m2 level. The size and type of these
changes indicated the effectiveness of distance scaling, and show that deviations from perfect invariance of motion coherence
detection were not due to inaccurate distance scaling. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Visual motion detection is often of vital importance
for interactions with the environment. One may, there-
fore, expects it to be robust against common variations
in natural stimuli. These variations may include, for
example, changes of spatial layout (e.g. transparency),
spatial scale (viewing distance), contrast, and mean
luminance level. Robustness of human motion detec-
tion for such variations has been studied extensively
using random dot kinematograms. In a specific subset
of these studies random-dot stimuli were combined with
a signal-to-noise ratio threshold paradigm (van Doorn
& Koenderink, 1982a,b; Fredericksen, Verstraten, &
Van de Grind, 1993). The rationale behind this choice
of stimuli and measurement paradigm is that it allows
one to specifically isolate the correlation step in motion
detection. If we adopt the assumption that the front-
end motion system consists of an array of spatio-tem-
poral correlators combining two (or more) local inputs
(Reichardt, 1961; van Santen & Sperling, 1985) then we
can functionally divide the motion system in three
stages. A first stage of local spatio-temporal pre-pro-
cessing of the information that enters the second, corre-
lation stage, and a third stage of spatio-temporal
integration of motion information. By changing the
signal to noise ratio, while keeping contrast, and other
spatial and temporal aspects of the stimulus constant, it
is possible to specifically study the spatio-temporal
correlation stage (see also van Doorn & Koenderink,
1982a,b).
This strategy has previously been adopted to study
the degradation of motion perception with variations of
viewing distance (van de Grind, Koenderink, & van
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Doorn, 1992) and contrast (van de Grind, Koenderink,
& van Doorn, 1987). To quantify motion detection
performance at different levels of dark adaptation,
however, previous studies resorted to a different
threshold paradigm. The signal to noise ratio paradigm
had to be abandoned due to decreasing temporal reso-
lution upon dark adaptation, rendering the noise at a
fixed high frequency less effective. Instead of a signal to
noise ratio, previous studies, therefore, used a spatial
summation threshold that reflected effects of luminance
on both local motion detection and spatio-temporal
summation (van de Grind, Koenderink, & van Doorn,
2000).
There are several reasons why especially performance
of the correlation stage at various luminance levels is of
special interest. It is well documented that both spatial
and temporal resolution of retinal ganglion cells and
cells in the LGN, that presumably provide the input to
the motion correlator, change drastically upon dark
adaptation (Barlow, Fitzhugh, & Kuffler, 1957; Der-
rington & Lennie, 1982; Purpura, Tranchina, Kaplan,
& Shapley, 1990). Furthermore, different visual cell
types adjust differently to dark adaptation. Retinal
ganglion cells projecting to the magnocellular layers of
the LGN in primates are relatively unaffected by adap-
tation level, whereas, those projecting to the parvocellu-
lar layers become relatively less responsive at scotopic
adaptation levels (Kaplan & Shapley, 1986; Purpura,
Kaplan, & Shapley, 1988; Purpura et al., 1990). Upon
dark adaptation, the motion detection stage is, thus,
confronted with inputs of lower spatial and temporal
resolution, possibly originating from a changing set of
units. The question, therefore, arises to what extent
motion coherence detection is robust against these
changes.
Modifications to the set-up used by van Doorn and
Koenderink (1982a,b) that were introduced with the
work of Fredericksen et al. (1993) allow full and inde-
pendent control over spatial and temporal parameters
of the moving patterns and of the incoherent noise
pattern that is used to mask the motion. In the present
study, we used the modified set-up to study motion
coherence thresholds as a function of luminance adap-
tation level by equating the temporal parameters for
noise and moving stimulus. As a result, the signal-to-
noise ratios are minimally confounded by differential
temporal processing of signal and noise.
Variations of motion sensitivity with eccentricity
have been studied in considerable detail (Koenderink,
van Doorn, & van de Grind, 1985; van de Grind,
Koenderink, & van Doorn, 1986). We, therefore, lim-
ited ourselves in this study to effects of dark adaptation
in central vision, i.e. down to luminance levels in the
low mesopic range. To avoid that spatial contrast sensi-
tivity at stages before coherence detection would affect
correlation thresholds we scaled the viewing distance at
each luminance level so as to obtain equal contrast
detection performance. We show that motion detection
for stimuli scaled in this way are amazingly similar over
a large range of adaptation levels, in which spatial
resolution varies drastically.
2. Methods
2.1. Stimuli
Random pixel arrays (RPAs) of 256256 pixels
were generated using custom image generation hard-
ware, controlled by a Macintosh IIfx computer. The
stimuli and hardware were the same as those used
previously in motion detection experiments in our
group. An extensive description of the stimuli and some
arguments for their justification are given in Frederick-
sen et al. (1993). Most importantly, the use of random
pixel arrays singles out global motion detection in
which spatio-temporal correlation is a non-trivial
necessity.
The RPAs (50% of the pixels bright and 50% dark)
were displayed on an electrohome EVM1200 monitor
with P4 phosphor and 90 Hz frame rate. The display
screen measured 14 cm and had a mean luminance of
50 cd m2. The light adaptation level was varied by
calibrated neutral density filters (in steps of 1 log unit)
placed in light-tight goggles. All luminance levels will
be given in photopic units. Stimuli were viewed with
natural, non-dilated pupils. The effects we measure,
therefore, include changes of retinal illumination and
optical quality of the eye due to pupil dilation. Viewing
distance, and hence, image size, were adjusted for each
luminance level to obtain equal contrast detectability
(see next section). The random pixel arrays were viewed
through electronically superpositioned, dark apertures
in a dark surround. In all experiments observers were
asked to fixate a central, black fixation cross. Observers
viewed the display monocularly, using a chin and head
rest. Extreme care was taken to prevent any stray light
in the darkened room.
2.2. Measurements
In this study we report contrast detection as well as
motion coherence detection thresholds. Motion coher-
ence thresholds were measured using a luminance sig-
nal-to-noise ratio method, first described by van Doorn
and Koenderink (1982a,b). In this LSNR method, the
moving random pixel array was masked by a spatially
and temporally incoherent RPA that was luminance-
added to the stimulus on a pixel by pixel basis.
Thresholds are established by varying the signal-to-
noise ratio while keeping the mean contrast, C, con-
stant. The mean contrast of the composite pattern is
given by
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where rs and rn are the rms contrast values for the
signal and noise patterns.
The LSNR is defined as
LSNR
rs
rn
2
The LSNR method quantifies as selectively as possi-
ble performance of the correlation operator, irrespec-
tive of the properties of the front-end receptive fields
feeding into the correlator (for an extended discussion
see van de Grind et al., 1986). As an independent
manipulation of motion ‘information’ it allows one to
quantify motion coherence performance for any arbi-
trary combination of motion parameters (velocity, spa-
tio-temporal layout, etc.).
This is not to deny, of course, that front-end spatio-
temporal filtering may limit performance. Two mea-
sures were taken to minimize the effects of front-end
filtering, first, differential spatial filtering at different
luminance levels was compensated for by scaling the
viewing distance for equal visibility of a stationary
pattern (see below). Second, in contrast to previous
experiments in which the noise pattern was updated
every frame, we kept the temporal frequency of the
noise pattern equal to that of the moving pattern. Noise
pattern refreshment and RPA motion were in syn-
chrony. The noise pattern was updated on every step of
the moving RPA. This allowed us to use the LSNR
method also at low mean luminance levels, for which
high frequency noise is less effective due to the lower
temporal resolution of the front-end visual system.
Using equal temporal properties for stimulus and noise
patterns assures that observers cannot perceptually seg-
regate the two patterns. As a consequence, observers
were never able to correctly judge the noise-level in the
stimuli, and had no impression of the threshold levels
they obtained.
It should be noted that by scaling with stationary
textures we compensated for differences in spatial filter-
ing, but not for temporal differences. Both low level
changes in temporal processing, and changes in the
temporal parameters of the correlation stage may,
therefore, affect LSNR thresholds. The specific ques-
tion we investigate is, therefore, to what extent these
temporal changes together compensate for the observed
spatial changes in order to maintain motion sensitivity.
For both LSNR experiments and contrast detection
experiments we used a standard QUEST staircase pro-
cedure (Watson & Pelli, 1983). The staircase consisted
of 50 trials and converged to the 85% correct level. The
minimum step size in LSNR experiments was 0.05 log
units, whereas in contrast experiments it was 0.025 log
units. Final threshold estimates were not limited by
these minimal step sizes, since, they were obtained by
interpolation based on the complete data-set. All stair-
cases were inspected and in rare occasions where they
had not stabilized after 50 trials the results were dis-
carded and the measurement was repeated at a later
moment. Less than one in 25 measurements needed to
be repeated. The maximum LSNR value was set to 100.
If more than five errors were made at the easiest level
the staircase was terminated and the LSNR threshold
was scored as 100 (meaning invisible). In pilot experi-
ments we investigated the reproducibility of the LSNR
thresholds. From these we concluded that variations
over repeated measurements at a single set of motion
parameters were always small relative to the variation
between different motion stimuli. Limited by the size of
the total data set, we therefore, relied in most cases on
single or double measurements, without assessing the
variability in the measurements. For selected measure-
ments we repeated staircases three to five times, to
verify the assumption of reproducibility.
2.3. Distance scaling
Visual resolution, and visibility of the random pixel
arrays varies with luminance level. Since our primary
interest is not in visual resolution changes per se, but
rather in direction discrimination irrespective of con-
trast sensitivity, we scaled the stimuli for equal de-
tectability across adaptation levels. To this end,
contrast thresholds for a stationary RPA, viewed
through a circular aperture of 128 pixels in diameter,
were measured at a range of viewing distances. Expo-
nential curves fitted to these thresholds were then used
to interpolate the viewing distance, at each luminance
level, at which the contrast threshold equaled 20%. This
threshold value was chosen in order to obtain reason-
able viewing distances at a wide range of luminance
levels.
At still lower contrast levels it proved impossible to
measure at the 0.005 cd m2 luminance level. Lumi-
nance levels lower than 0.005 cd m2 were not included
in this study since vision then relied exclusively on rods,
and therefore on peripheral vision.
Contrast thresholds were determined using a 2AFC
paradigm in a QUEST staircase of 50 trials. Each trial
consisted of two intervals of 1 s. One interval contained
the stimulus, the other a zero contrast reference at the
same mean luminance. The observers’ task was to
indicate the order of stimulus and reference presenta-
tion by pressing appropriate keys on a keyboard. The
beginning and end of presentation intervals were indi-
cated by brief sound pulses. No feedback was given to
the observers. Fig. 1 shows data for all observers,
together with the exponential curves fitted to the data.
The curves provide satisfactory fits to the data. Correla-
tion coefficients, R, were in almost all cases higher than
0.95. The resulting viewing distances at 20% contrast
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threshold are given in Table 1. The table also presents
the pixel sizes in min of arc, corresponding to these
viewing distances. At the highest luminance level pixel
sizes varied from 0.34 (ML) to 0.54 (MB) min of arc.
The maximum spatial frequency is, therefore, close to,
or slightly higher than visual resolution. Since, we chose
to keep the information content of the stimuli constant,
and hence the actual stimulus size, visual sizes varied
with luminance level. For observer ML, for example,
the stimulus diameter measured 0.73° at 50 cd m2,
and 15.6° at 0.005 cd m2. At the lowest two lumi-
nance levels, the stimulus invaded the near-periphery.
The consequences of retinal inhomogeneities and pe-
ripheral stimulation were, therefore, examined in an
additional control experiment. In order to examine to
what extent the motion thresholds depended on the
spatial scaling that we performed, we also measured in
a second control experiment how motion coherence
detection varied with viewing distance.
Pixel size (0.55 mm) and aperture size (7 cm) were
small relative to the viewing distance, even at the lowest
mean luminance levels. The decrement of pixel size in
min of arc towards the edge of the screen was therefore,
negligible. Calculations of retinal velocities were based
on mean pixel sizes at each viewing distance.
2.4. Motion direction discrimination
In the main set of experiments we measured direction
discrimination performance as a function of RPA ve-
locity. Velocities were varied by modulating either the
step size (in pixels) or the step delay (in number of
frames), while keeping the other parameter at unity.
The stimulus pattern moved either to the left or to the
right, in random order, and it was the observers’ task to
indicate the direction of motion. Each interval lasted 1
s, demarcated by brief sound pulses. The threshold
criterion was set to 85% correct responses. No feedback
was given on the correctness of responses. Measure-
ments for each adaptation level were done in separate
blocks and velocities within a block were presented in
pseudo-random order. We never observed an order-ef-
Fig. 1. Contrast thresholds as a function of viewing distance. Data for subjects are shown in separate panels, with luminance level as parameter
in the inset of the graph. The inset presents the mean luminance levels in cd m2. The data at each luminance level are fitted with exponential
functions (solid lines) which were then used to interpolate the viewing distance for a 20% contrast threshold. These viewing distances are listed
for all four observers in Table 1.
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fect in the variation of threshold values. After a change
of adaptation level measurements were not started until
the observer was fully adapted to the new luminance
level. Adaptation times were increased from 15 min at 5
cd m2, to 35 min at 0.005 cd m2.
To minimize the effects of possible contrast limits to
motion detection, the contrast was set to 70%, which
was the maximum attainable contrast allowing all sig-
nal-to-noise ratios. This contrast is a factor of 3.5
above the contrast threshold measured for a stationary
RPA. As a result, the composite RPA (stimulus plus
added noise) was always well above contrast threshold.
Furthermore, we kept the total number of pixels in the
stimulus constant, so as to rule out variations of
threshold due to differences in motion information
content. These stimuli, therefore, address as selectively
as possible the correlation step in motion direction
discrimination. Given the fact that we compensated for
changes in spatial filtering, the results illustrated the
temporal changes relevant to motion detection upon
dark adaptation.
2.5. Subjects
The four authors served as observers in the experi-
ments. They varied in age between 36 (ML) and 79
(MB) at the time of the measurements. All observers
had ample experience in motion detection experiments
and we never observed any learning effects. Focal cor-
rection was adjusted to viewing distance for all subjects
(except for ML who needed no correction).
3. Results
3.1. Velocity tuning
Fig. 2 presents direction discrimination thresholds for
four observers. LSNR thresholds correspond to the
squared ratio of rms contrast for the moving pattern
and the added noise pattern, at which observers scored
85% correct in a left–right discrimination task. Mean
luminance levels ranged from 0.005 to 50 cd m2, as
indicated in the inset in the figure. Since, we used
central fixation the data concerned foveal, i.e. purely
cone driven, motion detection, except at the lowest two
luminance levels. The lowest luminance levels are in the
low-mesopic range, for which the stimuli also invaded
the near-periphery and motion detection was partly
rod-driven.
Velocity tuning curves are highly similar to those
reported previously for similar moving RPAs. Plotted
on double-log scales they have a U-shape and cover
about 2.5 log units in velocity variation, for a 3 log unit
variation in LSNR threshold. Small observer differ-
ences that were found in previous studies for observersTa
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Fig. 2. LSNR direction discrimination thresholds as a function of velocity. Data for subjects are shown in separate panels, with luminance level
as parameter in the inset of the graph. The inset shows mean luminances in cd m2. Stimuli consisted of a 256256 RPA, of 70% rms contrast,
viewed through a circular aperture of 128 pixels diameter. Viewing distance at each luminance level was adjusted to obtain equal contrast detection
(20%) for a stationary pattern. Viewing distances are listed in Table 1.
WG and AD (van de Grind et al., 1986) can also be
seen in Fig. 2. Tuning curves for WG (and MB) are
shifted to slightly higher velocities relative to those of
AD (and ML).
Our main finding is that distance scaling for equal
contrast sensitivity brings velocity-tuning curves for a
wide range of luminance levels very closely together.
The data show good luminance-invariance down to a
luminance level of 0.05 cd m2, even though the visual
size of the stimulus was varied by about a factor of 15.
The shape of the tuning curves, as well as their vertical
position is relatively little affected by variations in mean
luminance.
Although luminance invariance holds surprisingly
well for a wide range of luminance levels, and for all
observers, there are some substantial deviations from
invariance. For observers AD and ML, the tuning
curve for the lowest luminance level is shifted towards
much higher velocities. For WG this is also the case,
but in addition the curve is considerably shifted up-
ward. The correspondence between different luminance
levels is in general better for the low velocity range than
for the high velocity range. For MB the light adapted
curve is lightly shifted towards lower velocities. In
general, there seems to be a small but consistent in-
crease of the maximum speed limit with decreasing
mean luminance level.
In order to better understand the determining factors
for the tuning curves in Fig. 2 we performed two
control experiments. First we examined the effects of
aperture size and shape to determine the contribution
from the fovea and the periphery at different luminance
levels. Second, we examined the effect of viewing dis-
tance on the velocity-tuning curve.
3.2. Aperture size and shape
In the experiments reported so far the stimuli were
shown in a circular aperture of 128 pixels diameter.
Expressed in degree of visual angle, and averaged
across observers the disc radii measured 9.9 (0.005 cd
m2), 3.2, 1.2, 0.67, and 0.47 (50 cd m2). At the two
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lowest luminance levels, the stimuli, therefore, covered
the fovea as well as part of the periphery. Previous
results (van de Grind et al., 2000) have shown that
especially the detection of high velocities is sensitive to
the visual size of the motion display. Therefore, larger
displays at low luminance levels may have preferentially
favored detection of high velocities. Furthermore, at
low luminance levels retinal inhomogeneities such as a
sharply changing rod–cone ratio and different distribu-
tions in retinal cell types (Rodieck, 1988; Watanabe &
Rodieck, 1989) come into play and are likely to affect
motion detection performance, further favoring high
velocities (Koenderink et al., 1985; van de Grind et al.,
1986; van de Grind, Koenderink, van Doorn, Milders,
& Voerman, 1993). To examine these effects we manip-
ulated aperture size, and in addition applied annular
apertures.
Results of a pilot control experiment in which we
confined the stimulus to the fovea confirmed the impor-
tance of retinal inhomogeneities. At the lowest lumi-
nance level we were unable to measure a foveal motion
coherence threshold at any viewing distance. The
largest deviations from luminance invariance, those at
the lowest luminance level, therefore, do not concern
foveal vision. Since, in this study we were interested in
motion coherence detection in the central visual field,
and less in a comparison between central and periph-
eral motion detection, we did not further explore the
effects at the lowest luminance level. Instead, we quan-
titatively examined the effects of aperture size and
shape at 0.05 cd m2, at which luminance level of both
the fovea and the near-periphery contributed to vision.
At this luminance level it is, therefore, most interesting
to probe foveal and peripheral contributions to motion
detection at different velocities.
We measured velocity tuning curves for different
aperture sizes, and for annular apertures with fixed
outer radius and a varying inner radius. The mean
luminance of the inner field was set equal to that of the
annulus. The results for three observers are shown in
Fig. 3. The left-hand column shows data for disc-
shaped apertures with radii decreasing in multiplicative
steps of 
2, relative to the previously used radius of 64
pixels. Expressed in visual angles the sizes differ slightly
for different observers, due to small differences in dis-
tance scaling. The right-hand column shows similar
data for annular apertures with fixed outer radius (64
pixels), but varying inner radius (also separated by a
factor of 
2).
As expected, decreasing the size of the disc progres-
sively deteriorates detection performance. The effect
varies with velocity; it is most pronounced at high
velocities and relatively small at low velocities. In addi-
tion to a global upward shift of the velocity tuning
curves with decreasing disc size, there is a leftward shift
of the high-velocity limb. These effects, resulting in a
narrowing of the tuning curves with decreasing disc
size, are most obvious for observer AD. Observers WG
and ML show qualitatively similar behavior, but they
display only a minor upward shift. In Fig. 4A we show
the data averaged for all three observers, as a function
of disc radius, with velocity as parameter (see insets in
the graph). Disc size and velocities were given in screen-
units since they differed slightly in visual angle for
different observers due to different viewing distances.
The figure shows that for low velocities performance
improves with increasing disc radius up to about 32
pixels (1.36° on average), but stays fairly constant for
increments beyond the fovea. Higher velocities, how-
ever, are nearly invisible for small radii, but their
detectability strongly improves for the largest stimuli.
At this luminance level the fovea is, therefore, still
functional and supports good motion detection. High
velocities are special, however; their detection requires
parafoveal stimulation.
The results for annular apertures (Fig. 3 right-hand
column) in addition show to what extent foveal stimu-
lation is essential for motion detection. Given the re-
sults for disc-shaped stimuli, two questions are specially
interesting. First, are the higher velocities detected
solely in the parafovea, and second, does the parafovea
support similar motion detection performance at the
lower velocities? The most striking result in Fig. 3B is
that increasing the inner radius of the annulus has little
or no effect, except at the largest value. Up to an inner
radius of about 32 pixels (1.36° on average) the velocity
tuning curves nearly coincide. Thus, foveal stimulation
is not required to attain maximum performance. This is
the case for the whole velocity range. If however, the
inner radius is further increased to 45 pixels, perfor-
mance degrades, especially at the higher velocities.
Fig. 4B plots the data from Fig. 3, averaged for all
observers, as a function of annulus inner radius. For
low and middle velocities, the curves show little or no
rise in threshold with increasing inner radius. Together
with the data in Fig. 3B, this shows that low and
middle velocities can be detected with either the central
area, or the surrounding annulus of 32 pixels. Obvi-
ously, the fovea and parafovea are reasonably homoge-
neous for motion detection in the low and middle
velocity range. Data for the highest velocities suggest
that retinal inhomogeneities and stimulus area may
play a larger role. At 2 pixels per frame masking the
central region only takes effect beyond the fovea (Fig.
4B), and increasing the disc radius (Fig. 4A) improves
performance only at the largest radius values. This
suggests that this velocity is primarily detected in the
parafovea. At 4 pixels per frame thresholds improve up
to the maximum disc radius and down to the minimum
inner radius, indicating that stimulus area may be the
limiting factor.
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3.3. Viewing distance 6ariation
Fig. 5 shows velocity tuning curves at a mean lumi-
nance level of 0.05 cd m2, measured at different
viewing distances (given in cm in the insets of the
graphs). The thick solid lines and open discs represent
the data measured previously, as shown in Fig. 2. For
AD and ML, distances were chosen arbitrarily, cover-
ing a range of 30 to 50 cm relative to the previ-
ously estimated viewing distance. Viewing distances for
WG covered a range of half to double the estimated
viewing distance, spaced in equal, multiplicative steps
of 
2. The effect of changing viewing distance is quite
consistent. Decreasing the viewing distance shifts the
Fig. 3. Velocity tuning curves for discs of variable outer radius (left-hand column) and annuli of different inner radius (right-hand column), at
a mean luminance level of 0.05 cd m2. Annuli and discs were filled with moving random pixel arrays. The area inside the annulus had the same
mean luminance as the moving RPA in the annulus. The annulus outer radius was fixed at 64 pixels, the inner radius decreased in steps of a factor
1.42. Stimulus dimensions expressed in screen units were the same for all observers, but differed in angular units due to slightly different viewing
distances.
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Fig. 4. LSNR direction discrimination thresholds as a function of disc radius (A) and annulus inner radius (B). Plotted are the data from Fig.
3, averaged for all three observers. Data for equal stimulus dimensions, i.e. in pixels, and for equal screen velocities were averaged, irrespective
of the small differences in visual size or angular velocity. The inset gives the velocity in pixels per frame.
curves both downwards and towards higher velocities.
As a result, viewing distance affects low velocities very
little, but has a large effect on high velocities. Thus, the
downward shift of the 50 cd m2 curve in Fig. 2 for MB
cannot be attributed to inaccurate scaling.
Since the most pronounced deviations from invariance
occur at the lowest luminance level, we also measured
the effect of changing viewing distance at the 0.005 cd
m2 level. The results (not shown) revealed qualitatively
the same effect of viewing distance as at the 0.05 cd m2
luminance level. The deviation from invariance at the
lowest luminance level for WG, therefore, does not result
from errors in distance scaling. Together with the data
at 0.05 cd m2 these data also suggest that it is highly
unlikely that the rightward and downward shift of the
lowest luminance curves for both AD and ML could
have been caused by an underestimation of the required
viewing distance. The variation in distance required to
obtain such shifts would be substantial. Given the
steepness of the contrast threshold curves in Fig. 1 it
seems unlikely that errors in distance scaling play a
significant role. Inaccuracies in estimating the 20% con-
trast threshold distance may have contributed to the
slightly higher dispersion of the velocity tuning curves at
higher velocities, as observed in Fig. 2, but cannot
account for the larger irregularities.
The effect of viewing distance on motion coherence
detection in random pixel arrays has previously been
studied by van de Grind et al. (1992), using comparable
LSNR threshold measurements at a photopic luminance
level. Their main conclusion was that viewing distance
invariance held fairly well over a surprisingly large range
of distance variation, both for central vision and for
eccentric vision. The data in Fig. 5 at first sight seem to
be at odds with this previous finding. It should be noted
though that we plotted our data as a function of retinal
velocity, whereas, for distance invariance the relevant
parameter was screen velocity. If plotted as a function
of screen velocity, i.e. in pixels per frame, all curves in
Fig. 5 have their minimum at nearly the same velocity
(one pixel per frame). Changing viewing distance, there-
fore, does not alter motion detection qualitatively. What
remains, however, is a vertical shift of the curves with
variations in viewing distance. To examine whether this
apparent contradiction reflects an effect of dark adapta-
tion, we measured for one subject light adapted velocity
tuning curves at different viewing distances, ranging
from 30 to 960 cm. In Fig. 6A the results are shown in
the same format as in Fig. 5, whereas in Fig. 6B the same
data have been replotted as a function of viewing
distance, with screen velocity as parameter in the graph.
The effect of changing viewing distance is qualitatively
comparable to that observed at 0.05 cd m2. The
velocity curves show a similar rightward shift. The
downward shift with decreasing viewing distance is,
however, considerably less pronounced. At larger view-
ing distances than the previously determined 20% con-
trast threshold distance (D20) the shift is comparable to
that at 0.05 cd m2, but at smaller viewing distances it
is nearly absent, and can even be seen to reverse. Fig. 6B
illustrates reasonably good viewing distance invariance,
up to the distance where pixel sizes reach the resolution
limit (at about 5 m for ML). This finding is much the
same as the previous result by van de Grind et al. Thus,
viewing distance invariance is more evident at higher
than at lower luminance levels. However, at distances
larger than the resolution limit, distance invariance
breaks down, irrespective of luminance level.
4. Discussion
In this study we quantified motion coherence detec-
tion as a function of dark adaptation in the central visual
field. Dark adaptation is mostly retinal (Shapley
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Fig. 5. Effects of viewing distance on velocity tuning at a mean
luminance level of 0.05 cd m2. LSNR thresholds are plotted as a
function of retinal velocity, with viewing distances as a parameter.
Insets indicate viewing distances in centimeter. Thick solid lines and
open circles correspond to the viewing distances used in Fig. 2.
& Enroth-Cugell, 1984) and profoundly affects spatial
and temporal response properties of retinal ganglion
cells (Barlow et al., 1957; Enroth-Cugell & Shapley,
1973; Kaplan, Marcus & So, 1979; Derrington &
Lennie, 1982; Purpura et al., 1990) and therefore, also
all subsequent visual processing, including motion de-
tection. Our main question in this study was, to what
extent was motion coherence detection robust against
changing characteristics of its input signals? To focus
on coherence detection, and to avoid spatial contrast
sensitivity at stages before spatio-temporal correlation
from affecting thresholds, we scaled the viewing dis-
tance to obtain equal contrast detection of a stationary
pattern. In the direction discrimination experiments, the
rms contrast of the composite RPA was set a factor of
3.5 above the contrast threshold level. This assured that
the composite RPA (stimulus plus added noise) was
always well above threshold. Some studies have re-
ported a decline of motion direction discriminability for
sine gratings at high contrast levels (Derrington &
Goddard, 1989; McCourt, 1990). For RPAs we never
observed such saturation effects (see also Edwards &
Badcock, 1995; van de Grind et al., 1987). To minimize
differential effects of temporal filtering on detectability
of the masking noise pattern on the one hand and the
moving RPA on the other hand, we kept their temporal
frequency the same and their refreshment synchronized.
Our main finding is that for RPAs scaled in this way,
motion coherence detection is qualitatively and quanti-
tatively very similar down to the lowest luminance
levels where the fovea still functions (0.05 cd m2).
Although the stimuli were scaled by a factor of about
15, velocity-tuning curves remained almost unchanged.
By scaling stimuli for equal spatial contrast de-
tectability we discounted a primary effect of dark adap-
tation on spatial contrast processing. We did not
compensate for changes in temporal filtering. Velocity
tuning curves as observed in Fig. 2, therefore, reflect to
what extent temporal processing co-varies with the
changes in spatial processing. Perfect luminance invari-
ance would indicate that temporal changes match the
observed spatial changes. Fig. 2 shows that, to a first
approximation, this is indeed the case down to a lumi-
nance level of 0.05 cd m2. Although the measurement
procedure accentuates coherence detection as much as
possible, we cannot differentiate between differences in
low-level temporal filtering and temporal properties of
the correlator. The important conclusion that we can
draw is that adjustments in temporal processing neatly
compensate for differences in spatial filtering. In other
words, spatial contrast signals are equally potent in
driving motion coherence detection, provided that they
are equally effective in passing the initial spatial con-
trast filters. The observed invariance holds for all four
observers, who varied between 36 and 79 years of age.
Although some studies (Owsley, Sekuler, & Siemsen,
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Fig. 6. Effects of viewing distance on motion direction discrimination at a mean luminance level of 50 cd m2. Figure A plots velocity tuning
curves with viewing distance as parameter (indicated in cm in the inset). Figure B replots the same data as a function of viewing distance, with
screen velocity as parameter (indicated in the inset, in pixels per frame).
threshold. There are several reasons why we believe it
does. First, by setting the root mean contrast of the
composite pattern to 0.7, and well above the contrast
threshold, we assure that the visual system operates on
the slope of its contrast sensitivity function. Thus, even
if the contrast of the signal pattern if presented in
isolation may be below perceptual threshold it will still
modulate information content when superimposed on a
pattern of supra-threshold contrast. Secondly, the con-
trast threshold used for scaling is that of a stationary
grating, which is generally worse than that for a pattern
moving at the optimum speed, or that is dynamically
refreshed at some optimal frequency. Moreover, the
data do not show any divergence beyond the range of
SNR thresholds where signal contrast by itself might
supposedly be a limiting factor. This is not to say,
however, that similar contrast effects might not underlie
the LSNR thresholds. Indeed, the similarity in mini-
mum LSNR thresholds across adaptation levels sug-
gests that distance scaling for equal contrast
detectability also equates contrast effects in motion
detection.
A similarity of contrast response functions at differ-
ent adaptation levels (for acuity scaled stimuli) may not
be too surprising for stimuli in the photopic range,
since it is indeed one of the great achievements of the
retina to maintain equal contrast sensitivity at different
light adaptation levels (Shapley & Enroth-Cugell,
1984). It is surprising though that this extends to low-
mesopic levels in central vision as well. P-cells that
support high spatial resolution in the fovea, presumably
become less responsive at low luminance levels (Pur-
pura et al., 1988). M-cells on the other hand are more
robust against dark adaptation. These two cell types
1983) have reported an impairment of temporal pro-
cessing with increasing age, no such effect is seen here.
At the lowest luminance level, luminance invariance
clearly broke down, the peak motion sensitivity shifting
to higher velocities. We did not further pursue the
cause for this deviation from invariance, because the
control experiments suggest that it primarily reflects a
change from foveal to peripheral motion detection,
which falls beyond the scope of the present study. A
shift towards higher velocities seems inconsistent with
previous findings on decreased temporal resolution at
scotopic levels (Swanson, Ueno, Smith, & Pokorny,
1987; Snowden, Hess, & Waugh, 1995; Hess, Waugh, &
Nordby, 1996) and decreased velocity discrimination at
low luminance levels (Orban, de Wolf, & Maes, 1984;
Gegenfurtner, Mayser, & Sharpe, 1999). It should be
noted though that our data are not in conflict with
either of these findings. We also found drastic changes
of temporal processing. Down to a luminance level of
0.05 cd m2 these changes are, however, comparable
with the changes in spatial filtering. A shift towards
higher velocities at the lowest luminance level merely
indicates that the temporal effect is smaller than the
spatial effect. Motion coherence thresholds furthermore
are fundamentally different from velocity discrimina-
tion measurements. Coherence detection is required to
be able to judge supra threshold velocity differences,
but in no way predicts this supra threshold
performance.
At the minimum LSNR threshold of about 0.1, the
rms-contrast for the signal-RPA was about 0.21, which
is only just above the contrast threshold for detecting a
stationary grating. One may, therefore, wonder whether
the SNR threshold really differs from a contrast
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have notably different contrast response characteris-
tics. P-cells have a low contrast gain and show little
contrast saturation, whereas M-cells have a higher
gain and do show saturation at high contrasts (Kaplan
& Shapley, 1986). M-cells are generally believed to
play an important role in motion detection, whereas
P-cells are involved, among other things, in perception
of fine spatial structure (Livingstone & Hubel, 1988;
Tootell, Hamilton, & Switkes, 1988; Merigan &
Maunsell, 1990; Merigan, Byrne, & Maunsell, 1991;
Sekuler et al., 1990). P-cells might, therefore, have
contributed to the detection of the stationary patterns
used for scaling viewing distances (finding the largest
distance that still supported a 20% contrast threshold).
The most likely explanation to account for the fact
that dark adaptation hardly affects velocity tuning is,
however, that both contrast detection and velocity
tuning at different luminance levels are determined by
the same type of cell. This notion is less controversial
than it seems at first sight. Since we used random pixel
arrays for scaling, the viewing distances are not
equated for visual resolution. RPAs contain a broad
range of spatial frequencies and M-cells may, there-
fore, respond at lower contrasts than P-cells. In this
respect, our viewing distance scaling differs from acu-
ity scaling, in which narrow band stimuli are used.
The robustness of motion coherence detection against
luminance variations may, therefore, very well reflect
invariance of contrast processing of M-cells across dif-
ferent luminance levels.
Several studies have reported strong effects of lumi-
nance adaptation level on spatial or temporal aspects
of motion perception. Takeuchi and De Valois (1997)
reported disappearance of motion reversals for two-
frame sinusoidal grating stimuli upon dark adaptation,
which suggests a change from a biphasic temporal
impulse function to a mono-phasic one. Dawson and
di Lollo (1990) measured the spatial and temporal
limits for the detection of two-frame random dot mo-
tion. They found marked increments in dmax and tmax
with luminance decrements. Earlier studies (Ross,
1941; Warden, Brown, & Ross, 1945; Brown, 1958;
Henderson, 1973) quantified the marked changes of
upper and lower speed limits for smooth object mo-
tion with changing luminance level. Although we find
luminance invariance for velocity tuning, none of these
studies are at odds with our finding. We also found
marked changes in spatial as well as temporal aspects
of motion perception. Pixel sizes (and hence the mini-
mum step sizes) changed by a factor of about 20.
Invariance of velocity tuning (expressed in deg s1)
therefore suggests a similar variation of the relevant
temporal parameters that nearly perfectly balance the
changes in spatial characteristics. Our results thus,
agree quite well with those of Dawson and Di Lollo.
Using a luminance-signal to noise ratio we were able
to extend their result for the spatial and temporal limit
to the whole velocity range.
A covariation of spatial and temporal parameters
leading to equal motion coherence thresholds at de-
creasing luminance levels is surely not a trivial finding.
Even, if pre-cortical units would show parallel varia-
tions in spatial and temporal contrast processing, one
would not necessarily expect invariant motion sensitiv-
ity. Motion sensitivity and speed-tuning are not pri-
marily determined by the spatial and temporal
parameters of units providing input to the motion
correlator, but rather by the spatial and temporal dif-
ferences between these inputs. In terms of a bilocal
detector, comparable to the well-known Reichardt de-
tector, this would be the spatial off-set and time-delay
between the two sub-units whose output is being cor-
related. Dawson and di Lollo (1990) studied the effects
of altered filtering properties at the input stage on
responsivity and tuning of such bilocal detectors. They
concluded that their model, with fixed time delay be-
tween two input units at fixed distance, predicted the
changes of maximum detectable step size and delay
observed psychophysically, based on low level spatial
and temporal effects of dark adaptation. Although a
single detector reproduced the effects observed in their
experiments, this did not exclude changes in the spa-
tial and temporal tuning properties of the correlator,
for example, a shift of activity within the detector
population from units tuned to short delays and small
distances to those tuned to larger delays and larger
distances. It seemed most likely that this played a
major role in our results since we scaled pixel size for
equal contrast detectability. Theoretical considerations
as well as model simulations (not shown) reveal that
the responses from ‘difference-of-Gaussian’ type of re-
ceptive fields drastically diminish for increasing num-
bers of pixels in their receptive field. Thus, spatial
scaling probably forces the selection of a different set
of low level units at different adaptation levels.
Two factors, therefore, seem to play a role in main-
taining equal motion sensitivity at different adaptation
levels. First, changing spatial and temporal resolution
of contrast processing before the correlation stage may
affect coherence thresholds (Dawson & di Lollo,
1990). Second, the spatio-temporal offset between
units feeding into the correlation stage may change.
Since, the random pixel arrays we used were of unlim-
ited dot lifetime, they stimulated a whole population
of detectors, with different spatio-temporal tuning, but
equal velocity sensitivity. In a follow-up study, we will
use random pixel arrays of single-step dot lifetime
(Fredericksen et al., 1993) to quantify the effects of
dark adaptation on preferred spatial offset and tempo-
ral delay as a function of dark adaptation.
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